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INTRODUCTION 
Hypothesis A. Let G be a group such that 3 divides the order of G. If  K 
is a proper subgroup of G whose order is relatively prime to three, assume 
/ No(K C,(K)] is relatively prime to three. 
This paper is an initial step in classifying noncyclic simple groups G 
satisfying Hypothesis A. In Section 1, we show if G is a noncyclic simple group 
of minimal order satisfying Hypothesis A and if M is a Sylow 3 subgroup of G, 
then M# = M - (1) is a Trivial Intersection set. 
In Section 2, we obtain strong information concerning G in the case that M 
contains the centralizer of its nonidentity elements. 
1 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Suppose that G E Hypothesis A and L is a normal sub- 
group of G, such that 3 1 1 GIL I. Then G/L E Hypothesis A. 
Proof. Let s denote the image of a set S under the canonical homomor- 
phism of G + G/L. Suppose K 1s a subgroup of G such that (1 f f  /, 3) = 1 
and 3 I 1 Ne(R)/C&B)I. Let g be an element of order 3 in NC(K) - C,(R) 
suchthatg3EC&R).Let{R,,i = I ,..., t} denote a set of Sylow qi subgroups 
of K, where qi runs over the distinct primes dividing I R (. 
The Frattini argument implies (g)lf = Ncg)R(&)R for i = l,..., t. Thus, 
with a change of notation we may assume EE N<l)g(&). I f  8~ _Ccgjg(Ki) 
for all i, CE C&E). Thus, we may assume g does not centralize K1 . Let g 
be an element of order 3” such that gL = g, and let Kl 3 L be the preimage 
of X1 . I f  S, is a Sylow q1 subgroup of Kl , Kl = S,L and g normalizes Kl . 
I 
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The Frattini argument applied to (g)K, implies (g) Kr = N,,,,l(S,)K, = 
N,,,,l(S,)L. Since (l(g)K, I, 31Gl) > (IL I, 31Gl), a Sylow 3 subgroup of 
NcB,x,(SJ is not contained in L. I f  T and Ss denote Sylow 3 subgroups of 
NwKJSI) and (g)& T respectively, where T C 5’s , then L, = S, n L is a 
Sylow 3 subgroup of L and 5’s = TL, . Thus by conjugation we may assume 
g = tl, where t E T and I EL, . However, (I S, 1, 3) = 1 implies t E Cc(&). 
ThusgL = tL E CG(&) = C,(Kr) which is a contradiction. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose G is a noncyclic simple group of minimal order with 
respect o G E Hypothesis A. If M is a Sylow 3 subgroup of G, then M is a TI set. 
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Choose g E G such that 1 < K = 
M n MQ C M has maximal order. Let H = N(K), Mr = N,(K), and 
M, = N,,(K). I f  Mr C Mf is a Sylow 3 subgroup of H containing Ml , 
Mf n M 2 Ml 3 K implies Mf = M. Thus, Mr = Ml and M, = Mlh, 
h E N(K). Since Mlh CI MO 3 M, 3 K, Mh = MQ. 
SinceGissimpIe,(N(K)I<(Gj.LetN(K)=HHHH,I)H,3...H,=1 
be a composition series of N(K) where HZ:0 = K, 0 < i, < n. Every 
Hi E Hypothesis A; hence Proposition 1.1 imphes Hi/Hi,, E Hypothesis A, 
and is simple or is a simple 3’ group. Since / Hi/Hi+, I < I G /, the mini- 
mality of 1 G j implies every Hi/Hi+, is either cyclic of order 3 or is a 3’ group. 
Suppose Hi/Hi+l is a 3’ group for 0 < i < s - 1 and H,IH,,l is cyclic of 
order 3. The Frattini argument implies Hi = N,j(MJHi+, for i = O,..., s - 1. 
Thus H = Ho = N,JMJH, = NHl(Ml)H2 = ... = N,l(MJH,.If Mh # M, 
s f  i,, and H, is not a 3 group. Let Sj denote a Sylow qi subgroup of H,+l , 
qj # 3. The Frattini argument implies H, = NH,(Si) H8+l . Since ) H, 1 = 
3 I Hstl 1, a Sylow 3 subgroup of NH,(Sj) g H,+l , and by conjugation we 
may assume there is an element g E Ml - K, such that g E .NHB(Si). Thus, 
g E C,(Sj). I f  x E Sj , M n 111% 2 (K, g). Thus M = Mx by the maximality 
of K, and Sj C N,(M). Repeating this argument for all primes qi # 3 which 
divide I H, I implies / H, I/I H, n NG(M)j = 1. Thus, H C N(M) which is 
a contradiction. 
Hence H,,[H, is cyclic of order 3. Since H is not a three group, HI 3 K. 
I f  Si is a Sylow qj group of HI , for any prime qi # 3, then H = NH(Sj) HI . 
Since I H 1 = 3 j HI / and HI 3 K, a Sylow 3 group of NH(Si) does not lie 
in K. By conjugation we may assume there is an element g E M, - K which 
normalizes Sj . I f  x E Sj , M n Mx 2 (g, K) 2 K and hence Mx = M. Thus 
Si C N,(M). Since qj was any prime not equal to 3, H = N,(M) and Mh = 
MB = M. 
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If G E Hypothesis A, we may attempt to study G in terms of M or N,(M) 
where M is a Sylow 3 subgroup of G. As an initial step in this direction we 
consider the following hypothesis. 
Hypothesis B. G is a finite group satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) G E Hypothesis A, 
(ii) I f  M is a Sylow 3 subgroup of G, and x E M - (11, then M contains 
C,(x), i.e., M is a CC subgroup of G. 
The purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. If  G E Hypothesis B; then either M is normal in G, or M is a 
direct product of cyclic groups of order nine and / G / < 2 ) M 14. 
If  G E Hypothesis B, Theorem 2.1 [4] implies M is a TI set. Thus, if 
g E M and g E N(H), where H is a proper subgroup of G, H C M. Further 
N(M) is a Frobenius group with kernel M and complement Q. If  Q = 1, 
Ma TI set implies N(K) _C M if K is a nontrivial subgroup of M. Hence, by a 
theorem of Frobenius G = ML where L is a normal three complement. I f  
g E M, g normalizesl, thus L = 1 and G = M. Hence we may assume Q # 1. 
Let m, q, and g denote the orders of M, Q, and G, respectively. I f  M is 
cyclic, q = 2 = 1 Q,(M)1 - 1. I f  M is not cyclic and q is odd, [4] and [2] 
imply M is normal in G. Thus, we assume q is even throughout this section. 
Thus, M is abelian. Let 3” = / SZ,(M)l. 
We first consider the case that q # m - 1. Since M is abelian the condi- 
tions of Hypothesis A [4] are satisfied. We use the notation of [4]. 
LEMMA 2.1. If  G E Hypothesis B and M 4 G, cijh = sijh , 1 ,( i, j, k < t. 
Proof. Since q is even all elements of order 3 are conjugate to their inverses. 
Let gi E C’i , gj E Cj , g, E C,; if giZgjy = gi’, then L = (giz, g,“, g;‘) has a 
normal abelian subgroup K of index 3 [5]. Since G E Hypothesis B, K is a 
three group. Hence L C M, and cijh = sijk . 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If  G E Hypothesis B and M 4 G then q = 3” - 1. 
Proof. Let t = (3% - 1)/q; if t > 1, there are at least two conjugacy 
classes of elements of order 3. Since M is abelian, Lemma 2.1, and Eq. (1) 
and Corollary 3.1 of [4] imply the following equations: 
If  t >j > 3, 
%!a - sllj = c12i - cllj = (g/mxl)(4s12~ - hi) - 4 
h - h = k/mxd(4s122 - sdh 
h21 - h = Wmxl)[&l - h) - 24 
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C, 1 Ca contains q2 elements, all of which have order 3. CiC, contains q2 
elements, q of which are the identity and the remaining elements have order 3. 
Thus 
Hence, 
z 012i - Sllh = 1 = klmXl)[~ - (t - 2) c - 24 
1 = g[’ - tc]/mxr . 
Since t # 1, j c - tc 1 > 1, and g < mxi . However xi2[(m - 1)/q] < g ,( 
mxr implies x1 < 2q or g < 2qm. This contradicts Theorem 2.3(c) [4]. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose G E Hypothesis B, either M a G or G is simple. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on / G 1. If  G is not simple, there is a 
normal subgroup K of G. If  M Q K, and K is not a three group, let S be a 
Sylow v  subgroup of K for some v  # 3. The Frattini argument implies 
G = N(S,)K, and (1 K /, m) < m implies 3 I 1 N(S,)l. However, this contra- 
dicts the fact that M is a CC group. Thus K is a three group and K C M” 
all x E G; since M is a TI set K = 1. Thus if K is normal in G, K 1 M. 
Hence G = N(M)K. Since 1 K I < I G 1, N,(M) @ K, thus I N,(M)\ = 
qlm, where q1 < q and q1 < 3~ - 1. Proposition 2.1 implies M is normal in K 
and hence in G. Thus, for the remainder of the proof we may use the following 
hypothesis. 
Hypothesis B *. G E Hypothesis B and G is simple. 
LEMMA 2.2. If  G E Hypothesis B* and q # (m - I), then clll = q - 1 = 
(g/mz)A , where 
d = 
E 
s+Gz-lI)m-q21 
1 [ 
T 3 
= Xl * 'Eig) + 
4q - l)m - q21 
Xl I. 
Proof. I f  G E Hypothesis B*, Proposition 2.1 implies q = 3” - 1. Since 
q # m - 1, m = (q + l)f, f  > 2, and there is 1 class of elements of order 3. 
Since Ci . Cr contains q identity elements and q2 - q elements of order 3, 
S 111 = Cl11 = P - 1. 
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Since q # m - 1, Lemma 3.1 [4] im pl ies c = 0. Thus, Corollary 3.1 II [4] 
implies q - 1 = clll = (g/m2)((&,) B,,, + S). Equation (1) [4] implies 
(qm/m2)(~lll + q) = q - 1 or Bill = (m(q - 1) - q2)/q. Thus 
A = s + ‘@I - l) m - 4’) = 1 + 2 6;;) / 4(4 - 1) m - q21 . 
Xl z Xl 
LEMMA 2.3. If  G E Hypothesis B* and q # m - 1, x1 = am - q, where 
a<q-1. 
Proof. Since q < (m - 1)lj2, c = 0 and T = q by Theorem 3.1 [4]. 
Thus , x1 = am + Eq. If  E = +l, A = S + [((q - 1)m - q2)/x1] > 4 + 
[((q - 1)m - q)/xJ by Lemma 3.1 (b) [4]. I f  a > 2, g < (q - l)m2/d < 
2(q - l)m2. However, a > 2 and xi2[( m - 1)/q] < g < 2(q - l)m2 implies 
a2(m - 1) < 2q2 < 2m which is impossible. If  a = 1, A >, q/2 and g < 2m2 
which contradicts Theorem 2.3(c) [4]. 
Thus, E = -1. Suppose xi = am - q, where a >, q - 1. Then 
A = ({[a - (q - l)]m + q2 - 4)/x1) + CL2 ci3/ei( 1). Since e,(l) + (m - l)c, = 
him where bi > 0, c,/0,(1) 3 - l/(m - l), andCL=, ci3/tii(l) 3 (q - l)/(m - 1). 
Thus, if a 2 2q, A > i 2 q3/2x1 . 
Since G E Hypothesis B*, G contains no copies of A, . Thus if t E G,(M) 
and 7 is an involution in Q, cttT = 0 [3]. The orthogonality relations imply 
T Ci28i(T) -ud(m - n) = 0 
l + %Z2 b(l) + Xl . c*> 
Let 1 and 7 denote the 2 irreducible linear characters of (T)M, where 1 
denotes the principal character. For i = 2,..., r, e,(l) = aim + ci , ai > 0 
since G is simple. Hence 
2”(Q7)&. Y 1) = e,(i) + &(7)m + c,(m - l), 
w@il(5)M 7 7 ) = e,(i) - 8i(T)m + c,(m - 1). 
Thus, (hcrjMy 1) + (ei~~~,~, T> = ai + ci and (eilcT,M T 1) - (hcT)M 9 rl) = 
e,(T) and -(ai + ci) < ei(T) < (ai + cJ. Further, 
wXII,r,M ) 1) = X1( 1) + X1(+ - ,ll+ h9 
= X,(l) + X1(+ + 4 
and 2m(X,1 (T)M , 7) = X,(l) - X,(T)m + q. Hence -a < X,(T) < a. 
Equation (*) now implies 
i ci2ei(T) -[a + X(4 m + q[X(T) + 11 -= i-2 ‘i(l) Xl (**I 
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If h is an element of order 9 in M, 
C th7 
Xddq 
-~ 1 Xl ' 
which implies cths - cttT = cthT = -gX,(T)& . Hence, X,(T) < 0. 
If  X,(T) = --a, Eq. (**) implies CL, ci20i(~)/Oi(l) = -q(u - 1)/x1 and 
Since ui/(uim + cJ < l/(m - l), 
,$ Q/W) 2 Ma - 1)/x11 - (q - I)/@ - 1) > -2/x1 , 
if q - 1 < a < 2q. If  X,(T) = --a + d, d 3 1, and q - 1 < u < 2q 
--dm+dXl(4+1) <+. 
Xl Xl 
Hence, CL, ci3/Oi(l) 3 (dm/xJ - (q - l)/(m - 1) > -2/x1 . Thus, if 
2q3u3q-l,~~(q2-q)/x,>2/~,3q2/2x,andifu32q,d~Q~ 
q2/2x1 . 
Lemma 2.2 implies g < m2(q - 1)/d < m2(q - 1)x1/2q2. However 
xr2(m - 1)/q < g < m2x1(q - 1)/2q2 implies x1 < m(q - 1)/2q which is 
impossible. 
COROLLARY 2.3. If  G E Hypothesis B*, m < (q + 1)2. 
Proof. I f  m > (q + l)“, and x1 = am - q; then a < q - 1. Lemma 2.2 
implies 
O<d=(u-(q-11))m+q2-q++i:p--m+q2-q++ ci3 
Xl i=2 ei(1) Xl i-2 4(l) 
or & Q/O,(l) > 1/2q. Suppose c,/O,(l) 2 cJf$(l), i = 2,..., r; then 
cl(q - 1)/O,(l) > 1/2q or c, > u,m + cJ2q(q - 1) > q1i2, a contradiction. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. If  G E Hypothesis B*, either m = q + 1 or M is a direct 
product of cyclicgroups of order 9 and g < 2m4. 
Proof. Corollary 2.3 implies we may assume m = (q + 1)2. Let X denote 
the exceptional character corresponding to p the nonlinear irreducible 
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character of N(M)/SZ,(M) vanishing off M. Since X2 is a generalized character 
of G, 
0 < sg = g(X2, X) = Xl3 + klmd (,lp30) + c X3(x) ZE G-u,eCM’ 
= Xl3 - w4 (E# 13(t)) + xEGp& 
fEG 
M’x3(x) 
= Xl3 - (glmq)[--Cm - 3”l + q3 . 3” - q31 + c X3(X) 
EG-U,,,M~ 
Z x13 - 
klmd((q - 1) mq - n") + 1 X3(x). 
zcG-ufEGMf 
Thus, xi3 + CIEG-uM~ X3(x) 3 g(q - 2). I f  xl3 > g(q - q1j2), Lemma 2.3 
implies q < (q - 1)3m3 . 2/q or g < 2m4. 
If  Xl3 < w/z LC-U,&f X3(x) 3 (qP)g. Since xl2 + (g/mq)(mq - q”) + 
CeEG-UMf X2(x) = g = g(X, -0 Cza~-uMf X2(x) < gqh. Thus if X(x> 3 
X(h), h E G - l&o Mf; X(x) . qg/m > (q/2)g or X(h) > m/2. Thus 1 C,(x)1 3 
X2(x)Km - 1)/d 2 m3/%. 
I f  h and t are elements of M# of order 9 and 3, respectively, 
I 
Thus cttr = gXl(x)/mxl f cthz 3 gX,(x)/mxl, since X,(x) > 0. 
For every pair tut” = x, tU = xtpk, or 1 = t3U = xt-“xt-kxt-k = 
xt-kxtktkxt-k or xxtkxtzk = 1. Thus, x-l = xtkxt2’. S uppose Xtk = Xtk* , 
Xt2k =x tek’, where x = tutk and x = tu’t”‘; thus tVkr = 01 and Ptk = 
/3 E C(x). Hence, /3-% = tzk’tktktzk’ = t2k’t2kt2k’ E C(x). However, [t2ktk’]tar’ = 
tk't2" = a-1 and [t2ktk']th' = t2k't2kt2k'.Thus,L =(t2ktk',(t2ktk')t"',(~2ktk')t2k')C 
C(x) and L is normalized by tk’. Since G E Hypothesis B and x 6 lJPEG Mf, 
(1 C(x)l, 3) = 1. Thus L = 1 and tk = t”‘. Hence tU = t”’ and c,,,-~ 2 cttr . 
However, g/l C(x)1 3 c,,,-1 > c ttz 3 gX(x)lmxl implies [X12(x>m - II/q d 
1 C(x)1 < mx,/Xr(x) or m3/8 < X13(x) < 2qx, < 2q2m which is impossible. 
Proof. of Theorem 2. The proof is by induction on g = 1 G / and we may 
assume M 4 G. Corollary 2.1 implies G is simple and Corollary 2.3 and 
Proposition 2.4 imply the theorem unless M is elementary abelian of order 
m=q+l. 
I f  M is elementary abelian of order q + 1, there are s irreducible characters 
hi of N(M) which have M in their kernel and one irreducible character 5 
which vanishes off M and l(1) = q. 
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I f  Tj is any nonprincipal irreducible character of G, TjiNtM) = 
~~=, a& + bj[. Thus if t E M #, T,(t) = XL, a,,? - bj = ci an integer. 
Further T,(l) = bpz + ci and since G is simple bi > 0. 
The orthogonality relations imply 1 + Cj Tj2(t) = m. Hence there are r 
nonprincipal characters Ti such that T,(l) # 0. Thus, q - 1 = cttt = 
(/ G l/m”)[l + &, ci3/Ti( l)]. Since G E Hypothesis B, G contains no copies 
of A, . Thus if 7 is an involution in Q, 
Thus, 
0 = CttT = (I G l/m”> [ 1 + i cj”Tj(~)/Tj(l) . 
j=z 1 
qcttt + mh = q(q - 1) = (I G l/m”) q + m + i ci2[&) + mTkdl/Tdl> . j=2 1 
Let ~WM denote the principal character of (T)M, then 2m( 1 Cr)M , Tjl C7jM) = 
T,(l) + qcj + Ti(T)m. Thus, 
T 
=~[2m-1+tcj2+2mZ 
~~241 (r>~ 1 Ti~<w) 
j=2 j=2 T,(l) 1 
p Cj2U<s>M 9 T&)M) 
=9[2m-1-(m-1)+2mx 
j=2 T,(l) 1 
dq- 1) 3 (IQ/ m2 m 1 or mq(q - 1) > 1 G 1 = mq(rm + 1) which implies 
r = 0 and M A G. Thus, M is not elementary abelian and the theorem is 
proved. 
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